Overview of trends in cardiovascular and diabetes risk factors in Fiji.
Fiji has undergone an epidemiological transition, characterised by declining infectious disease and childhood mortality, that has been offset by rising cardiovascular disease mortality. Other Pacific Island states are in a comparable situation. With a focus on Fiji, this study reviews and contextualises research performed by the authors and others that examines cardiovascular disease (CVD) and type 2 diabetes (T2DM) and their risk factors in Pacific Island states. This overview covers evidence for the causes and consequences of CVD risk factors and the epidemiological transition and reflects on biological and evolutionary hypotheses. It is based on studies the authors carried out that synthesised disparate population-based CVD risk factor surveys conducted in Fiji over 1980-2012. Prevalences of obesity, T2DM and hypertension continue to increase in the Fiji population. Tobacco smoking prevalence has decreased, but remains relatively high in men compared to many developed countries. T2DM and hypertension trends, and CVD consequences related to diet, exercise and tobacco smoking, have placed the Fiji population in a variant of the epidemiological transition manifesting as a plateau in life expectancy similar to that of numerous developed countries during the mid-20th century. There is evidence that risk factors and consequent CVD mortality can be reduced in populations. Obesity and T2DM reductions have been observed only in populations surviving in dire circumstances. Interventions to lower the prevalence of CVD and T2DM risk factors in the Fiji population require multi-faceted approaches, with continual monitoring and evaluation for their impact on these risk factors and morbidity and mortality outcomes.